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Abstract 
We propose two general methods for coupling marked point processes (MPPs) on the real 
half-line that are explicitly formulated in terms of (canonical) compensators. These couplings 
are related to several results in the literature as compensator bounds for the total variation 
distance between two MPPs and strong coupling of renewal processes. The coupling of two 
MPPs with different initial conditions but the same compensators will lead to finite coupling 
times if the compensator admits certain properties of regeneration or contractivity. 
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1. Introduction 
Coupling is a device often used to establish convergence of (shifted) stochastic 
processes. We refer here to the monograph by Lindvall (1992) and use its notation 
whenever possible. In this paper we present a general and explicit coupling of marked 
point processes on the real half-line with given dynamics. The dynamics of the 
processes is described by (internal) compensators and takes into account a random 
initial condition that may represent the process history at time zero. We shall show 
how these couplings are related to several results in the literature as compensator 
bounds for the total variation distance between point processes, Poisson approxima- 
tion, and coupling proofs of Blackwell’s renewal theorem. Our main aim here is to use 
the couplings to prove the following property of “weak ergodicity”: the total variation 
distance between time-shifted processes with the same compensator but possibly 
different initial conditions converges towards zero as time tends to infinity. It is 
well-known that the latter is equivalent to the existence of a successful coupling, i.e. 
a coupling with a finite coupling time. For general relations between coupling and 
various types of convergence in continuous time we refer to Asmussen (1992) and 
Thorisson (1994, 1995). Successful couplings have e.g. been established by Lindvall 
(1977) for renewal processes, Thorisson (1983) for regenerative processes, Lindvall and 
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Rogers (1986) and Chen and Li (1989) for diffusions and Lindvall(l988) for a class of 
point processes with a certain monotonicity property. Brtmaud and Massoulit (1994) 
coupled marked point processes with a finite memory property. 
Motivated by the fact that in applications often the process dynamics are given 
rather than explicit distributional properties, we shall ask whether it is possible to 
derive the weak ergodicity property directly from properties of the (canonical) com- 
pensators. Our tool will be two general methods for coupling (nonexplosive) MPPs 
that are explicitly formulated in terms of compensators. Our first and more general 
method is based on a competing risk argument used in Brandt and Last (1993) and 
Last and Brandt (1995) to prove pathwise stochastic ordering for jump processes. 
Lindvall (1986) used a related construction for renewal processes, and Chen (1986) 
introduced a similar coupling of Markov jump processes. This coupling will also shed 
some new light on results by Kabanov and Liptser (1983) and Brown (1983), who 
established compensator bounds for the total variation distance between two general 
MPPs. 
Our second coupling method is simpler and requires the existence of bounded 
stochastic intensity kernels. Both processes are constructed as a suitable thinning and 
marking of a Poisson process. This approach follows that of Rolski and Szekli (1991) 
and Last (1993) even though the idea is much older. Kerstan (1964) used two- 
dimensional marked Poisson processes in a systematic manner in order to construct 
stationary MPPs with a given stochastic intensity. In fact, he used the same coupling 
idea as the papers above. 
Both methods are recursive. At each step we use a maximal coupling (see Lemma 
2.1) in order to bring one process close to the other. We do not claim that our 
couplings are universal in the sense that they are successful in all possible cases. We 
hope, however that they are useful for a number of applications. In this paper we will 
apply our couplings in order to prove some weak ergodicity results for processes 
having the same compensator. Then the difference in their distributions stems from 
the difference in the initial conditions. It is then natural to ask whether the couplings 
render a finite coupling time and we will use examples to show how one can prove 
that. Our first example considers renewal processes where the interarrival distribution 
has an absolutely continuous component with a density satisfying an additional 
assumption of positivity. The coupling will then lead to another coupling proof 
of the ergodicity of renewal processes in the strong sense of total variation conver- 
gence. This proof does not make any use of Blackwell’s renewal theorem. Further we 
shall discuss Markov jump processes, (A,m)-processes as introduced in Lindvall 
(1988) and a generalization of an interesting class of point processes introduced by 
Kerstan (1964). This class is determined by a compensator that is contractive in 
a certain sense. A special case has been recently studied by Bremaud and Massoulie 
(1994). 
After having given some preliminaries we will present the couplings in Section 3. 
We shall comment on their relationships to some results in the literature. Sections 
4 and 5 contain applications to regenerative and contractive compensators. 
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2. Notation and preliminaries 
We summarize some basic notation for marked point processes which we need 
throughout the paper. For more details concerning the dynamic approach to point 
processes we refer to Jacod (1975), Lipster and Shiryayev (1978) Bremaud (1981) and 
Last and Brandt (1995). Unless stated otherwise we will take (Q 9, P) as the 
underlying probability space. Let (X, 3) denote a Bore1 space. By a marked point 
process (MPP) @ on IW’ = [0, co) with mark space X we mean a sequence 
@ = ((7-K Xi&l $1 of random elements of R’ xX,, where R’ := [0, co], X, = Xv 
(x~} and x, is a point not belonging to X such that 0 < T, < T,, 1 and X, E X if 
T, < cc. If T, = 00, then we make the convention T, = T,+ 1 and X, = X,, 1 = x,. 
If T, < a, then (T,,X,) is called a marked point of @. We can identify @ with the 
random counting measure 
and write Nx for the set of all possible realizations of @. If the mark space contains 
only one element, a MPP reduces to a sequence (T,), which is simply called a point 
process. We write then N instead of Nx. For cp = ((t,, x,)) E Nx we write t, = n,(q), 
_y, = k,,(q), n E N = { 1,2, . . . }, and equip Nx with the o-field A/x generated by the 
mappings 71, and k,. For such cp and t E [w+ the element cpt = ((r;, XL)) E N, defined by 
(Cl, 4) = 
i 
(r,, XII) if t, d t, 
( co, x,) otherwise, 
can be considered as the restriction of cp to (0, t]. Similarly, we can define qt- by 
setting l,, < t instead of t, d t above. Note that cpO = pno_ = (( co,x,), ( x,x,), . ), 
which we denote by 0. For convenience we put (p5 = pa = cp. For t E R’ we have 
9;: = a(@(‘4 x B): A E [O, t], A E 3+, BE %) = CJ($), 
where %” is the Bore1 o-field on R+. Let Y be a random element of a measurable 
space (S, 9) and put 9, = a( Y, @,). Then it can easily be proved that the (3,; - 
predictable a-field is generated by the mapping (0, t) H (Y(Q), Q1_ (CO), t). This fact 
provides, in particular, a better insight into the notion of predictability in the 
canonical case .CI = S x N,, where (Y, @) is given as the identity on Q. For example, 
a measurable function f: S x Nx x [w+ -+ R is predictable if and only if 
f(z,~,t)=f(z,~,_,t)forall(z,cp,t)~SxN~xiW~. Let v be the {Fr}-compensator of 
@ and assume that it is represented as 
r(d(t, x)) = 4 Y, @, d(r, x)), (2.1) 
where CI is a kernel from S x Nx to Iw+ x X that is predictable in the canonical sense. 
Then we refer to M as to the canonical {yt}-compensator of @, where F-t: = o( Y, @,). It 
always exists and may be chosen in such a way that x(y, cp, it) x X) < 1 for all (y, cp. t). 
Finally, we call @ nonexplosive if T, : = lim T, is finite almost surely. 
In the following sections we shall construct two MPPs Q1 and Q2 with possibly 
different canonical compensators on the same probability space such that one process 
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is close to the other in the sense that both processes have as many points in common 
as it can be made possible by a certain locally optimal procedure. The idea is to 
construct a MPP Y = ((T,, Xb)), where the mark 
x:, := (Xn’, I,‘,xf,z;) 
is an element of the mark space 
(2.2) 
x’:=xx{o,l}xxx{o,1}, (2.3) 
and to take (T,, XL) as a point of @i if 1: = 1. We will define the corresponding 
probability measure inductively. At each step the maximal coupling detailed in 
Lemma 2.1 will be used. For its formulation we need some more notation. 
For any signed and bounded measure y on a measurable space we denote by 
Y=Y+ - y- its Hahn-Jordan decomposition, by JyI:= y+ + y- the total variation 
measure and by llyll the total variation norm of y. The latter is the total mass of 171. If yi 
and y2 are two positive finite measures, then we write y1 A y2: = f(yi + y2 - jyi - y21) 
for the greatest common component of y1 and y2. We shall use this notation also for 
unbounded measures whenever it makes sense. If @i and Q2 are two MPPs as above 
for instance, then 
Q1 A C&(B) = card {(t,x) E B: @i({(t, x)}) = Q2({(t,x)}) = 1) 
for all measurable B c R+ x X. The minimum of two numbers a and b is denoted by 
a A b. 
Lemma 2.1 (Maximal coupling). Let F1 and F2 be two probability measures on 
x*: = x x (0, l} such that 
Fi(dX X (0)) = [l - Ft(X X {1})]6,(dx) 
for some jixed element x,, of X. Then there exists a probability measure P’ on 
X’ = X* x X* for which P’ is a coupling of F1 and F2, i.e. F1 and F2 are the marginals of 
P’. Further, with X’, I’, X2, I2 denoting the projections from X’ to the corresponding 
factor spaces, 
6) p’((X’, I’) = (X2, Z2)) = F, A F2(X*), 
p’(X’ = X2,Z1 = I2 = 1) = F,(. x (1)) A F2(. x {l})(X), 
P’(Z’ = I2 = 1) = F1(X x (1)) A F2(X x {l}), 
p’(I’ = 12 = 0) = p’(I’ = 12 = 0, Xi = X2 = x0) 
= (1 - F,(X x (1))) A (1 - F2(X x {l})). 
(ii) We also have 
p’((Xl, I’) # (X2,Z2), I’ = 1,X’ E dx) = (F,(. x (1)) - F2(. x (l)))+(dx), 
p’((X’, I’) # (X2, 12), I2 = 1, X2 E dx) = (F,(. x { 1}) - F, (. x { l}))+(dx). 
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The above lemma is the result of straightforward calculations using the explicit 
coupling in the proof of Theorem 1.5.2 in Lindvall(1992) where the term y-coupling is 
used. The first equation in (i) reflects the maximality of the coupling. Henceforth we 
will denote the measure P’ in Lemma 2.1 by F1AF2. 
To motivate the distributions Fi, i = 1,2, in Lemma 2.1 one should think of Xi as 
a mark of some potential point T of a marked point process Qii. With probability 
pi := Fi(X x { 11) = P(I’ = 1) the point T is accepted as a point of pi while 
Fi(. x { l})/pi is the conditional distribution of Xi given that I’ = 1. If I’ = 0, then T is 
not accepted as a point of @i and the “mark” Xi does not matter at all. 
3. The couplings 
Let @i and Q2 be two nonexplosive MPPs, defined on possibly distinct probability 
spaces but with the same mark space X. Our goal is to construct both processes on 
a common probability space such that one process is close to the other. 
For each i = 1,2 let Yi be random elements of the measurable space (S, Y) defined 
on the same probability space as pi. We interpret them as random initial conditions. 
Assume that pi has a canonical {a(Yi,(~i)r)}- corn p ensator Cli for i = 1,2 as introduced 
at (2.1). We write 
and similarly, pi : = @i(’ X X). Further @1 A a2 denotes the kernel 
(y, cp) ~cxi(y, cp;) A cl,(y, cp;) while CC~ A E2 and [cl1 - czz( are defined similarly. 
Throughout we shall use the convention O/O := 0. 
Theorem 3.1. For i = 1,2 let @i,ai, Yi be as described. 
(i) There is a probability space (Q, F, P) on which a MPP Y = ((T,, XL)) with marks 
as at (2.2) in the mark space X’ as at (2.3) and random elements Y; and Y; of S can be 
dejined such that, for i = 1,2, 
(Yl, ~I) =d(Yi, pi), (3.1) 
where 
(3.2) 
Further we have 
T,:= lim T,= co P-as. 
n+‘x 
(3.3) 
(ii) Let 
Ft:= a(Y;, r;, YJ, tE IW+. (3.4) 
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The {9*}-compensators of I@; - @iI, @; A c#$, and I#1 - &I are given by 
k(Y;, @‘I) - G(Y;, WI, Q(Y;, @‘I) A EZ(Y;, @‘2), and I%V’L@‘J - f&P’L@U, 
respectively. 
Proof. We put SZ=SxSxNx where X’=XxfO,l)xXx{O,1} and (x_O,x,,O) 
plays the role of the point external to X’. Let CI.I = (yr , y,, $) E 52 with $ = ((t,, XL)) and 
set Y:(o) = yi, Y(o) = $. The random elements T, and Xi = (X,‘, Z,‘,Xz, Z,‘) are 
defined in the obvious way. 
We shall construct inductively a sequence P,, n E N, of consistent probability 
measures on (Q, 9,“) with the unique extension P. To begin with we take any coupling 
U of the distributions of Yr and Y2 and set 
Po((Yi, Y;)E .) = u. (3.5) 
Now we fix an HEZ+ and suppose that P, has been constructed. We want to 
construct P, + , and define marked point processes @j@, i = 1,2, by 
(3.6) 
where the empty sum for n = 0 is interpreted as the zero measure 0. Define an 
F,e-measurable random measure Y,, by 
yn(dt):= X,(Y;,@I”‘, dt) + &(Y;,@‘, dt). 
A standard result on the disintegration of measures implies the existence of kernels 
AI”‘, i = 1,2, from 52 x [w+ to X that are p,“-measurable in the first argument and 
satisfy 
ai( Yl, @j”), d(t, x)) = Ay'(t, d_x)y,(dt) P,-a.s. (3.7) 
Let ~fi be the continuous part of yn and set 
U:“‘(t) : = fl (1 - $‘(s, X)y,fs})exp ~.I”)(.s, X)y;(ds) , 
T.. < \ < t I 
U’“‘(f) : = up(t) up(t), 
where U?)(t) = U@“(t) = 1 if T, = cc. Define further 
H’“‘(t) : = 2’;‘(t, X) + ic;’ (t, X) - i$‘(t, X)@(t, X)y,{ t), 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
and set 
G’“‘(dt) : = 1 (T,, < t) U@‘(r - )H(“)(t);‘,(dt). (3.11) 
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Using the product rule and the exponential formula of Lebesgue-Stieltjes calculus (cf. 
Bremaud, 1981) we obtain on (T,,, CYZ): 
d@‘(t) = U:“‘(t - )dU’,“‘(t) + U~‘(t)dU’;‘(t) 
= - U:“‘(t - ) U’,“‘(t - ) &z”‘(t, X)y,(dt) 
- U’:‘(t - ) U:“‘(t)@+, X)llJdt) 
= - U'"'(t - )H(“)(t)YJdt). (3.12) 
Since U’“‘(T,,) = 1 for T, < CC we derive from (3.12) that 
s f U’“‘(t) = 1 - U’“‘(s - )H’“‘(s)y,(ds) T” 
= 1 - G(“)(O,t] = G’“‘(t, m-J. (3.13) 
Since 0 d U’“‘(t) < 1 it folldws that G’“‘(0, 60) < 1 and hence we can extend G(“) to 
(0, CC] by G”“({ m}) : = 1 - G(“‘(O, 00). (For T,, = CC we have G(“)({ a}) = 1.) 
Definefori=1,2akernel(o,t)~F~~(t,~)fromSZx[W+toXx{O,1}by 
Fl”‘(t, dx x { 1)) : = 
l.l”‘(t, dx) 
H(,,)(t) , (3.14) 
Fi”‘(t,dx x (0)) := [l - F’I”‘(t,X x {1})]6,.(dx), (3.15) 
where ~0 is a fixed element of X and let the kernel Q” be given by the maximal coupling 
Q” : = F:“‘AF’E’. (3.16) 
For completeness we extend Q” to a stochastic kernel from 52 x R+ to X; by claiming 
that 
Q"b ~,:,I(x,,O,x,,O))) = 1. 
Now let P,+ 1 be the unique measure on (Sz, YT,+,) satisfying 
Pn+I(Ant(T,+I, XL+ 1) E d(t, x’)}) = EP,lAQn(t,dx’)G(“)(dt), A E YT,,, (3.17) 
where Epm denotes the expectation with respect to P,,. By induction we have now given 
a sequence P,,, n E N, of consistent probability measures which we may extend in 
a unique manner to a probability measure P on Sz which by (3.17) satisfies 
P((T,+,, XL+ 1) E d(t, x’)IFT.) = Q”(t, dx’jG’“‘(dt) P-a.s. (3.18) 
In particular, 
P(T ,,+ 1 E dtlpT ) = G’“‘(dt) P-as. I) (3.19) 
Definition (3.16), (3.18) and (3.19) yield 
P((T,+I,K+I ) E d(t, x’) 1 PT.) = F’;’ A F$“) (t, dx’) G’“‘(dt) P-as. (3.20) 
~o~(~~f)0~~~a~uaypur!(9~~f)L~duu(~~~f)pur?(f~~f) MON ‘(5’~) ~t?ln3pl"du!la~aMaA!s 
-o[dxauous! l@asu!s'l = ?~o~(~'f)puy ah&L61 'po~~~aas)~o~wuaduro~ay~pue~~ 
JO uopnqt.w!p ay$ Aq pau!walap LIanbfun s! (&‘,!x)Jo uognqys!p ayl a+s pue 
‘Z‘J = ! 
‘!Xp’ ,!A 
~o(s'f)a~!oq~ ayl6a.!@Jo .xolltsuadwo+{(z(r,@)‘~~)l)} ay~os~esll!‘alnseaururopuel 
aIq"13!pald-{('(~~)‘3X) 1 
D e s! (9z.f) JO ap!s pu~y-~@~ aqt aDu!s '1 =? .roj spIoy 
(9Z'f) 
‘ST?-d ((X ‘l)p‘;@ ‘]X)%J = ((X ‘J)p)+t 
‘(SL6T‘po3er'53)'s'e-d‘0 = ((X‘J)p)!" ("J Q 3}1 u0yqa.I ~!seqaylluno33~olur~u!yel 
PUE 1 =! 1O.l (fz'f) Olu! (g'f) 8UgJaSUI 'T,@ JO uorsoIdxaJo lu!od ay$ s! YJ alayM 
(SZ’E 1 
"SE-d 
;J = (co = (xx [l ‘O))IA :o Q l}_p = 
I = ? JOJ (EZ’E) 
pu"(~z'f)‘(zz'f)wol~la8aM(s661 ‘~puwg pue use? fg~61 ‘aaiCeAlgs pur?~as1d!7 13)~ 
JO uo!soldxaJo lu!od aql ~I!M ‘ST-d sappuyo3 "J aDu!S 'Joold S!~JJO pua ay$]~? ~I!M 
IlEap s! asI?3 pLIaua8 ayL 'ZQJO ssauaa!soIdxauou ay$ uey$ .Ia%o.I$s(6pyih[s)s! YD~M
(PZ’E) 
‘+$gxx~xs3(l‘h‘d) ‘co >([l‘())‘h‘d)Z~ 
(EZ'E) 
YE-d ((X ‘l)p‘;@ ‘j~)%(coJ. > Z}I = ((X‘$)p)'" 
6q UaA!% s! ;@JO !A lolesuadtuo3 
-{%I 
ayl 3~yl ~~0110~ $!‘%~~dnos EJO uog!uyap ayl pur! (L'f)‘(PI'f)os[B %uyeDaJ OS 
‘8 a~qwnscaw amos .TO~ 0<: (a ‘1)&y JaAauayhz 0< (J)(~,H MON '"J uu[ Z:~J alayM 
(ZZ’E 1 
O<U 
“S'g-d (JP)“*(J)&(,xP ‘1) &I V &jd {I +“J! > 1 > “L} 1 1 = ((7 ‘J)P)A 
Ia% aM ‘A JO A 
wesuadum-{i~} ayi .q eImm?J (~~61) s,pozq oly (I 1’~) pm (Iz’f) ‘(Oz’f) 8u!wsuI 
(IZ’E) 
‘(3 > ‘J} UO ‘S”+d ( - 3),,,fl = (“‘_&III < ’ +“_& 
4dwr (EI’f) PUN (6I’f) aI!w 
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Next we are going to prove the assertions in (ii). In accordance with previous 
definitions we denote 
By (3.22), (3.14) and Lemma 2.1, we obtain for all predictable g: Q x 5!+ x X -+ [w+ 
E s sk 4 (@‘I - W+ W, 4) = E 
s 
g(t, x1)1 {(xl, i’) # (x2, i2)}v(d(t, x1, i’, x2, i2)) 
T.+1 
=E c s s g(t, x)(F(&, . x { 1)) - F$“(t,. x { l})+(dx)H’“‘(t)yJdt) nao T. 
T,+, 
=E c s s g@, 4@i”)(t,~ x {I>, - (%‘)(t,~ x { l})+WMW n>O T” 
=Ex l{T,<t<T s .+l}gWMY;> @i”‘) - W’;,@!i’)))+(dk-4) ?I20 
= E s g(t, $(a1 Vi, @‘A - adyi, W’W, 4). 
Here we have used an easy to prove fact about the positive part of a signed measure on 
a product space. Hence ( @; - e2)+ admits the {.Ft}-compensator (al (Y ;, @i;) - 
a2(Y& Q;))‘. Using the corresponding fact for ( @; - @i)-, we get the first assertion 
under (ii). The remaining assertions can be proved similarly using (3.22) and the other 
properties of the maximal coupling in Lemma 2.1. 
It remains to show (3.3) without condition (3.24). Let m E N and put 
a,(y,cp):=inf{tBO:~2(y,cp,(O,tl)>m) 
a2,&, cp, d@, 4) : = 1 {t G G(Y, cp)} a2(y, cp, W, 4). 
Then CJ~,~ is a canonical stopping time, i.e. 
~2,rn(Y> cp) = ~2,m(Y, d (3.27) 
and we can assume without restriction of generality that a2,m satisfies (3.24) see e.g. 
Section 4.1 of Last and Brandt (1995). Let 
rln : = %dYz, @2), @2.m : = (@2)r,. 
Then a2,,, is the canonical {6(Y2,(Q2,,Jt)}-compensator of G2,,, and we can perform 
the above coupling construction with the same initial conditions but with (cD~,~, a2,,,) 
in place of (Q2, a2). To denote the dependence on m we write Y@), T,,,, Xg,,, &,, . . 
instead of Y, T,, Xi, @;, . . . . It is convenient to realize the original and the new 
coupling on the same probability space, again denoted by (Q,F, P). We start with the 
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same initial conditions (Y;, YL) for both processes. We would like to construct Y and 
P”) such that 
(T,,,,XL) = (T,,XJ if h(Yh, @~,,,(O, Tn,J) G m, n 3 1. (3.28) 
To reach that goal we let [, be an i.i.d. sequence of random variables that are 
uniformly distributed in (0, 1). By Skorohod’s (1976) representation theorem for 
conditional distributions we can write 
for certain mappings HI and HI,,. Since by construction, 
NTl,Xl) E IYL y;) = P((~l,,, Xi,,) E . I Yi, Yi) on (0, @;,@I x X’, 
we can assume here that (T,, Xi) = (Tr,,, Xi,,) if T,,, < o(Yi, 8). Since a2 is predict- 
able the latter condition holds if and only if CI~(Y;, @;,(O, T,,,]) d m. Hence (3.28) 
holds for n = 1. We can now proceed inductively to present both Y and Y”’ in terms of 
the sequence (5,) such that (3.28) holds. We can skip here the details.We have proved 
above that (Yi, @;,,) =d( Y2,@2,m). Hence, using (3.27) 
rnI ’ := %dy;, @;,,) = “Gn(LPwr.) = dY2, @2) = %I 
On the other hand, by (3.28), Y, = Y$“’ if t < 7;. Since we already know that Y(“‘) is 
nonexplosive we must have P( T, 3 2;) = 1. Since Qz is nonexplosive we obtain from 
Theorem 18.6 in Liptser and Shiryayev (1978) that rm + co almost surely as m --f cc. 
Therefore we conclude, for all t 3 0, 
1 = lim P(rL > t) d P(T, > t) 
m-cc 
and the assertion follows. 0 
Remark 3.2. Consider the coupling of Theorem 3.1. For any t E (0, CXI] let Qf, i = 1,2, 
denote the distribution of (@i)l. The well-known coupling inequality says that 
/IQ: - Q\II d 2P((@;), # (@;)J. Since the right-hand side of that inequality can be 
dominated by 2EI @I - @; [((O, t] x X), Theorem 3.l(ii) and the properties of a com- 
pensator yield 
IIQ; - Q: II G W&I (Y;, @‘I) - a,W;, @;MO> ~1 x XI. (3.29) 
Hence Theorem 3.1 is closely related to a result in Kabanov and Liptser (1983). Note 
however, that Theorem 3.l(ii) makes more detailed assertions than inequality (3.29). 
These assertions are used in an essential way to prove the ergodicity results in Sections 
4 and 5 and we do not know how this could be done using the findings in Kabanov 
and Liptser (1983). We also note that the coupling inequality shows that the right- 
hand side of (3.29) gives in fact an upper bound for the distance between the 
distributions of @r ((0, t] x X) and G2((0, t] x X) in the Wnsserstein metric d,, see 
Barbour et al. (1992) for definition and some properties of that metric. 
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Remark 3.3. Establish the setting of the previous remark but assume that Q2 is 
a marked Poisson process with intensity measure /i, see e.g. Last and Brandt (1995). 
Taking a constant Y2 one has ~(y, cp;) = n so that 
II Q: - Q: II d 2Eh(Y;, @‘I) - ~I(@, tl x X). 
Note that the right-hand side of that inequality involves only the (marginal) distribu- 
tion of (Y i, @i). Related results on Poisson approximation have been found by Brown 
(1983). 
Remark 3.4. Consider the coupling of Theorem 3.1 with S = X and assume that 
ai(Y,V,d(r, x)) = I{t < n,(q))qi(k’-(y, V),dx)dr, (3.30) 
where for t < 71,((p):= limrc,(cp) 
k’-(y,cp) := ’ 
if ~((0, t] x X) = 0, 
mark of the last point of cp before t otherwise, 
and the qi are finite kernels from X to X. We also assume that qi(X,{x}) = 0 for all 
x E X. Define processes Xi by Xi(t) : = k’( Yi, CD:) for t < T,, where the mapping k’ is 
the right-continuous version of k’-. For t > T, we let xi(t) equal some fixed element 
of X. The Xi are (homogeneous) Markov processes, see e.g. Ethier and Kurtz (1986). 
The process Z(t) := (X,(t), X,(t)), t E [w+, is again a Markov process. Indeed, using 
(3.22) one can show that the MPP 
has the {yt}-compensator 
t(d(t, xi,xz)) = I {t < T,}q”(Z(t - ), d(x,,x,))dt, 
where 6 is a finite kernel from XxX to X xX, which is easy to compute. We only 
mention that 
6H(Zl, z,), {(Xl> x2): Xl = XZ>(Xl>XJ E B)) 
s l{(x,x)~~}q,(zd A q&z;)(dxh BEXC~X, 
and refer to Chen (1986), who introduced a coupling with the same property. 
Let us recall that a point process (T b) is a renewal process with initial age Y > 0 if 
(Y, T;), T; - T;, T; - T& . . are independent, Tk+ 1 - Ti have the same (interar- 
rival) distribution F, say and if the condition distribution F, of T; given that Y = y is 
given by FJt, 03) : = F(t + y, co)/F(y, 00). We assume here that F((0, CC )) = 1. 
Remark 3.5. Assume that Qii and Q2 are renewal processes with initial ages Y1 
Yz and interarrival distributions F1 and F2. Then the {o(Yi,( @J,)}-compensator vi of 
bf’f) 
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and all assertions of Theorem 3.l(ii) hold. 
There is another general coupling idea that is closely related to the previous theorem. 
Remark 3.7. Assume that 
R(Y, V> d(t, XI) = P:(Y, CP, t, x)Adx)dt, 
where the pi are measurable and predictable functions and CL is a finite measure on X. 
Then @i and Giz can be constructed by an imbedding into a Poisson process on 
[w+ x R’ x X without using boundedness of J p\(y, cp, t, x)p(dx). This Poisson imbed- 
ding has properties similar to those listed in Theorem 3.l(ii). It was already introduced 
by Kerstan (1964) and Grigelionis (1971) but Lindvall (1988) was probably the first 
who used Poisson imbedding for coupling purposes. Bremaud and Massoulie (1994) 
employed this coupling in a systematic manner to establish stability properties for 
MPPs with a given compensator. Poisson imbedding is simpler and perhaps also 
more illustrative than the method of Theorem 3.1. However, we do not know at the 
moment how to realize this imbedding idea for arbitrary compensators such that the 
crucial properties listed in Theorem 3.l(ii) are still valid. Already the case of arbitrary 
intensity kernels seems to present a problem. 
4. Regenerative compensators 
We consider two initial conditions Y r, Y2 and two nonexplosive MPPs @i, @, 
having the same canonical compensator a. For ease of notation we assume that all 
these random elements are given according to the coupling construction of Theorem 
3.1. However, all that follows in this section translates easily into the simpler set-up of 
Theorem 3.6 when applicable. 
It is a fair conjecture that, under certain assumptions on M, @i and (P2 will 
eventually coincide after a random but finite time T. If T is a random time over Q, i.e. 
a random element of (0, co] then we call T a coupling time if 
Bt@r = 6,@* P-a.s. on {T d t}, (4.1) 
where for t E [w+ and cp E Nx the element 8,(p E Nx is defined by the equation 
6,~ = 
s 
l{s > t,(s - t,x)E .}cp(d(s,x)). 
If T is a coupling time then, by the coupling inequality, 
IIP(&@, E .) - P(8,Q2 E .)I1 d 2P(T > t). (4.2) 
If the MPPs under study may have only a finite number of points, then it is reasonable 
to take into account in (4.2) also the current mark k’(Yi, @). We prefer here to keep 
notation simple. If P(T < 00) = 1 then 
lim jlP(8,@1 E .) - P(8,CD2 E .)I\ = 0. 
f-m (4.3) 
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In this case the coupling is called successful. We search for conditions ensuring 
successful couplings and begin by looking at the special case of renewal processes. 
Theorem 4.1. Let Q1 and Qz be two renewal processes with the same interarrival 
distribution F but with possibly diferent initial ages Y 1 and Y,. Assume that F admits 
a finite mean m and an absolutely continuous component with densityf: Assume that 
ss 
U 
1 {r(s) > 0} dsF(du) > t, 
0 
(4.4) 
where r(t) := 1 {F[t, co) > O}f(t)/F[t, CC). Then (4.3) holds. 
Proof. Recalling from Remark 3.5 the form of the compensator it follows from (3.14), 
(3.15) (3.18) and Lemma 2.l(ii) that 
T := inf{t: Q1 A @,({t>) = l> 
is a coupling time. To prove that it is P-a.s. finite we first note that (P-a.s.) 
@‘I, @I) A ~(Yz, @d(W 3 (r(Al(t - )) A r(Adt - )))dt, (4.5) 
where Ai is the age process associated with (Yi, @J, see Remark 3.5. Let (TL), a l be 
the points of @i and write <p,(t): = card {n 2 1: Ti < t}. Taking an E > 0 and using 
a standard argument of renewal theory we can write as t -+ co 
5 
s 
’ l{r(Ai(s)) > E} ds = @i(t) f 
0 
tm r jI{s 6 Ti - Tki_l,r(s) > s}ds + o(l), 
1 k 1 
where T6: = 0. The right-hand side of that equality tends to 
m-1 u 
ss 
l{r(s) > E} ds F(du). 
0 
By assumption (4.4) and monotone convergence we have 
fim i 
- s 
’ 1 {r(Ai(s)) > E} ds > l 
0 
if E is small enough. Using a trick of Asmussen (1992), we therefore obtain that 
lim 1 
s 
’ l{r(A,(s)) 
t-mt 0 
> E, r(A2(s)) > .s)ds 
1 f s 1 {r(A,(s)) > s}ds + lim f s f 3 lim - r-mt 0 1 {r(A2(s)) > s)ds - 1 > 0. f’ca 0 
Since 
s 
f 
s 
t 
@l(s)) A r(A,(s))ds 3 E l{4Jl(4) > ~,4%(4) > &Ids 
0 0 
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we get from (4.5) that 
z(Yi,@J A a(Y,,&)((O, 00)) = co P-as 
Theorem 18.6 in Liptser and Shiryayev (1978) implies that @i A Qi, has infinitely 
many points. In particular, T is finite. 0 
Remark 4.2. Theorem 4.1 yields a coupling proof for the convergence 
lim IIP(0, @i E .) - P(@, E .)I1 = 0, (4.6) 
t-cc 
where Q2 is now assumed to be a stationary version of Qii. In contrast to Lindvall 
(1992) this coupling does not make any use of properties of the renewal measure 
resulting from Blackwell’s renewal theorem. Instead, Theorem 4.1 relies on the law of 
large numbers for martingales. In the present setting however, this law admits a rather 
straightforward proof. For coupling proofs of the weak convergence version of (4.6) 
we refer to Lindvall (1977, 1992) and Asmussen (1992). Let us finally note that 
assumption (4.4) is for example satisfied if the densityfis positive on an interval (0, a) 
for some a d co and 0 otherwise. 
The following lemma gives a possible definition for a regenerative compensator. 
Lemma 4.3. Let h:SxSxNxxNxx[W+ -+ (0, l} be measurable and optional in the 
sense that 
Assume that 
l{t > s)~YI,~~I,W,X)) = lit > s)~(y2,v2,W,4) if h(yl,y2,qlI,cp2,4 = 1. 
Assume further the consistency condition 
h(yl,y,,cp, + $,(Pz + $,t) = 1 ifh(y,,yz, R,(P~J) = 1, 
for all s < t and all cpl, cp2,$ E Nx with cpI((s, co) xX) = cp2((s, 00) xX) = 0 and 
$((O,s] x X) = 0. Then 
T:=inf{T,: nEZ+, T, < a,h(Yl, Yz, @I, @z, T,) = 11 (4.7) 
(inf 8 := co) is a coupling time. (Recall the convention To := 0.) 
Proof. We have to show that 
t),n@l =BTnQ2 P-as. on {T = T, < co}, nEZ+. (4.8) 
The properties of h imply 
l{T, < t}cc(Y1,@(;),d(t, x)) = l{Tn < t)or(Y,,@F’,d(t,x)) on {T = T, < a}, 
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where the @I”’ are as in the proof of Theorem 3.1. Therefore (3.14), (3.15), (3.18) and 
Lemma 2.l(ii) entail 
P((X,‘+J,‘+1) = (X:+1> I,Z+i)I=%., T,+i) = 1 P-as. on {T = T, < a}. 
The event (T = T, < co) being 9r;measurable, we may conclude 
(X,‘+ i, Z,‘, i) = (Xi+i , I,‘+ i) P-as. on {T = T, < GO}. 
If T = T, < co, then the properties of h imply 
1 :T,+i < t}cc(Yi, @(;+l), d&x)) = 1 {T,+l < t}“(Yz,~~+‘),d(t,x)). 
Repeating the above arguments, we obtain inductively, for all k E N, 
(XA+k, ZL+,J = (Xz+k, Zz+J P-a.s. on {T = T, < a}, 
which proves assertion (4.8). 0 
In our next example Markov jump processes are considered. 
Theorem 4.4. Establish the framework of Remark 3.4 with q1 = q2 
T:=inf{T,: nEz+, T, < co, X,’ = Xl, I,’ = I,” = 1) 
is a coupling time. Zf further 
= q. Then 
(4.9) 
inf l/4(&‘) A 4(Y3’) II 3 C > 0 
XSY 
then 
(4.10) 
P(T > t) < e-‘“. (4.11) 
Proof. With the definition 
h(y,, ~2, R,Yz,~) := 1 {t < G((P)> k'(yl,cpd = k'(y2, cpz,>> 
we have equality (4.7). By Lemma 4.3, T is a coupling time. By definition, T is the first 
point of the point process 8’: = @i A Q2 (. x X). By Theorem 3.1 and assumption 
(4.10) the latter has a stochastic {F(}-intensity which is bounded from below by c. 
Clearly, we may then choose a version of the canonical {G(@:)) compensator CI’ of @’ 
satisfying a’(dt) 3 cdt. The well-known formula 
P(T > t) = n (1 _ cr’(~,{s)))e-Sd’{z’(“,is))=oia’(O,ds) 
s $ t:a'(0,{s)) > 0 
yields assertion (4.11). 0 
Under suitable assumptions of positive recurrence the strong assumption (4.10) can 
be weakened. 
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Theorem 4.6. Assume that c1 is of (A, m)-type. Let 0 < a < b and assume that 
(4.15) 
where C is the set of all (yl, y,, cpl, (p2, t) satisfying a < t - ?I’((P~) = t - rc’(cpJ 6 b, and 
k’-(zl, cpl) = k’- (z2, (p2). Assume finally that 
(4.16) 
and 
4Y,cp) 3 p> (Y,'P)ESXNx, (4.17) 
for some a-finite measure a on R+ X X satisfying u {t) : = ,it{t} X X) < 1 for all t E R+. 
Then the coupling time T defined by (4.7) satisfies 
P(T + kb > t) < fl (1 - dji{s})e-d~(Co~‘lJ, (4.18) 
7 < t:LY{.s] > 0 
for some constant d with 0 < d < 1, where 1(’ is the continuous part of the measure 
u(. x X) and k is such that kb B A. In particular, T is P-a.s.finite if u(. x X) has infinite 
mass. 
Proof. We use the notation of the proof of Theorem 3.1. By (3.20), Lemma 2.l(ii) and 
(3.19) we have for each n E N, P-as. on (T, < co}, 
P(T,+l - T, E hbl, X,‘+ 1 = X~+I, I,‘+1 = L?+1 = 1 VT,) 
= W{L+, - T,E(~,~]}F,AF,(T,+,,(~’ =x2,i1 =i2 = 1})18,_] 
= E 1 {T,+I - T,E@,bl) 
(%“(Tn+d A ~c;‘(Tn+,N(X) 
@‘)(T,+ d I 1 B T. 
= l{t - T,E(a,b]}(@‘(T,+1) A @(T,+1))(X)IJ’“)(t - )y”(dt) 
= 
s 
1 {t - T, E (a,b]} U’“‘(t - )(cc(Y,, @$‘I) A c((Y;, @“))(dt x X). 
If X,’ = X,’ and I,’ = I.’ = 1 then we can use our assumptions (4.15) and (4.16) to find 
lower bounds for U”“(t -) and (~(Yi,@y)) A a(Y,, @)))((a + T,,b + T,] xX). 
Hence there is a c > 0 with 
Wn+, - T,E(a,b],X,‘+, =X2 I’ -I2 n+1> n+1- It+1 = l[gT,) > C 
P-a.s. on {Xi = X,‘,I,’ = If = 1, T, < a}. 
By successive conditioning we get for all k E N 
P(B,,,IFrE) 3 ck P-as. on {Xf = X,‘,Z,’ = 1,” = 1, T, < co), (4.19) 
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where 
Bn,k := (T,+i - T,+i_i E (C&b], XA+i = X,2+i,IA+i = 1,2+i = 1 for i = 1, . . . ,kJ. 
Now we fix a k E N and consider the point process 
@* : = 1 l,“,k 1 {T, < co, x,’ = xl, I,’ = I,’ = 1}6,“. 
II>1 
Ifg:QxR+ +R + is {Ft}-predictable then (4.19) entails 
E g(t)@*(dt) = E 1 1 {T, < 00, X,’ = X,“, Z,l = Zf = l}g(T,)P(Bn,kl.F-T.) 
IT>1 
> ck 
s 
g(t)@‘(dt), 
where @’ : = @i A @,(. x X). Denoting the {Ft}-compensator of @* (resp. @‘) by V* 
(resp. v’) we can conclude 
v* > ckv’ P-a.s. (4.20) 
Let T * be the first point of @*. Using (4.20) and (4.17) we obtain analogously to the 
proof of (4.11) that 
P(T* > t) < n (1 - ckfi{s})e-c’F((O~‘l), 
s c r:Jiis; > 0 
Now we choose k 3 m so large that kb 3 A. Then T’ 6 T * + kb and the assertion 
follows. 0 
Lindvall (1988) introduced the (A, m) condition for unmarked point processes 
admitting shift consistent stochastic intensities. Using basically the same assumption 
as Theorem 4.6 (only condition (4.17) is a slight modification of his moment condition) 
and referring to the theory of Harris recurrent Markov chains, Lindvall established 
the convergence of the left-hand side of (4.2) for a stationary QZ with compensator a. 
Bremaud and Massoulit (1994) generalized this result using Harris-type conditions 
for random sequences and the Palm inverse construction. Our coupling provides 
a direct approach to these results and (4.18) gives a lower bound for the rate of 
convergence. We note however that Theorem 4.6 does not provide the existence of 
a stationary MPP with compensator 01. This conclusion would require some addi- 
tional arguments. 
5. Con&active compensators 
As in the previous section we consider two initial conditions Y 1, Y2 and two MPPs 
@i and QZ with the same canonical compensator a. At the moment we do not assume 
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that the @i are nonexplosive. We assume 
MY, cp) - a(~',r;p'N G G(Y,Y';) + s F@,x;)lcp - q’l(d(t,x)), (5.1) 
where G is a kernel from S x S to Iw+ x X and F is a kernel from Iw+ x X to Iw+ xX 
such that F(t, x;) is concentrated on [t, co ) x X for all (t, x) E [w+ x X. A similar 
property of contractiuity was introduced by Kerstan (1964) and Radecke (1978). 
Define kernels F*“, n E Z+, from [w+ x X to Iw+ x X by F*‘(t, x;) : = 6c1,xj and 
F*(“+l)(t,x;) := s F*“(s,y;)F@,x, dhyl), n E z+. 
We assume that 
lim F*“(t, x, B)y(d(t, x)) = 0 
n+m s 
(5.2) 
for all bounded and measurable B c [w+ x X and alljnite measures y on I?.+ x X. Let 
U(t,x;):= -f F*“(t,x;) 
n=o 
denote the (multivariate) “renewal kernel” associated with F. The next example should 
illustrate assumption (5.2). 
Example 5.1. Assume that 
F(s, Y, dk 4) = 1 {t > s}f(t - s, y, W-k 
wherefis a kernel from [w+ x X to X. Then, 
F*“(s,y,d(t,x)) = l{t > s} f*“(t - s,y,dx)dt, 
where the kernels f *n are defined inductively: 
f *(k+l)(s,y,dx) := 
ss 
l{O < u d s) f *k(s - u,z,dx) f(u,y,dz)du, k 2 1. 
A condition sufficient for (5.2) is 
sup 
s 
’ f(t,x,X)dt < co, a > 0. (5.3) 
xex 0 
The following lemma provides a criterion sufficient for nonexplosiveness. 
Lemma 5.2. Let y. E S and set 
G(Y/):= a(yo,@;) + G(Y~,Y,.). 
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Let i E (1,2} and assume that 
s U(t,x,(O,a] ~X)G(Yi,d(t,x)) < 00 a.s. 
for all a > 0. Then the random measure E[@i(’ x X)(Yi] is as. locally bounded. In 
particular, pi is nonexplosive. 
Proof. Let @i = ((Ti, XL)). Taking n E N and B E W+ 0 % and using our general 
assumption (5.1) we obtain 
H,(B):= E 
[S 
l{t d Tb,(t,x)E Bf @i(d(tTx))I Yi 1 
zz E 
[S 
l{t < T,‘,(t,x)EB}c((Yi,~i,d(t,x))( Yi 1 
d G(Yi, B) + E 
[SS 
l{t d Tb,(t,x)EB)F(s,y,d(t,X))@i(d(s,y))l Yi 1 
d G(Yi, B) + E 
[S 
l{s G TI}F(s,y,B)@i(d(s,y))IYi . 1 
With the obvious definition for convolution this means that H, < G( Yi) + H, * F, 
where G(Yi) denotes the measure &Yi;). Iterating this inequality, yields 
H, 6 f e(Yi)*F*k + H,*F*cm+l), mEZ+. 
k=O 
By definition of H, we can apply assumption (5.2) to obtain that 
H,< f G(Yi)*F*k. 
k=O 
Letting n -+ co and using the assumption of the lemma, we conclude the asser- 
tion. 0 
In the remainder of the section we assume that both Q1 and Q2 are nonexplosive 
and are represented as in Theorem 3.1. 
Theorem 5.3. (i) Zf 
s U(~,X, lR+ x X)G(Yi, Y,,d(t, x)) < CC P-as. (5.4) 
then (4.3) holds. 
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(ii) If,for b > 0, 
lim U(t,x,(a,a + b] x X)G(Y1, Yz, d(t, x)) = 0 P-as. 
a-03 s 
then 
Proof. From assumption (5.1) we have 
(5.5) 
(5.6) 
WI,@,) - x(Yz>@z)l(.) ,< Go(.) + s %x,.)1@, - %l(d(t,x)), (5.7) 
where 
G,(B) := G(Y1, Y,,B). 
Define another 90-measurable random measure Ho by 
K,(B):= ECl@r - @,I(WI~_,l. 
By Theorem 3.l(ii) and (5.7) we may use the same method as in the proof of Lemma 5.2 
to obtain the inequality 
Ho < Go * U P-as. (5.8) 
To prove the first assertion we note that 
T:=inf{t: IQ1 -Qzl((t, co)xX)=O) 
is a coupling time that is finite iff IQ1 - Qi2 I (R+ x X) < a. However, if (5.4) holds, the 
latter inequality directly follows from (5.8). The second part of the theorem can be 
proved similarly. 0 
The inequalities (5.4) and (5.5) are assumptions on the initial conditions Yr and Y,. 
To illustrate this we specify in the next example the kernel G occurring in (5.1). 
Example 5.4. Assume that S is the set of all counting measures $ on ( - co,01 x X 
such that $(. x X) is locally bounded and $({t} x X) d 1 for all t E R+. On S consider 
the a-field generated by the vague topology. Assume that there is a (predictable) 
stochastic intensity kernel, i.e. 
a($, cp, d(t, x)) = ~($9 cp, t, dx) dt. 
Assume also that 
,< s 1 {s d t}f@ - s,y,W I ti + cp - 1cI’ - $I(d(s, Y)), 
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wherefis as in Example 5.1. This example fits the setting of Example 5.1. Moreover, 
we can take here G($, $‘, *) = G’ (+, .) + G’(t/, .), where 
G’(I), .) := l(k 4 E If-@ - s,y,dx)dt ti(4s, Y)). 
Assume now that X = { 1, . . , m} for some m E N and that the matrix (Jf(s, i, (j>) ds) 
has a spectral radius that is strictly less than one. Then U(t, i, [w+ x X) is independent 
of t and finite so that condition (5.4) is equivalent to 
- s,i,{j})(Y, + Y,)(d(s,j))dt < co P-as. 
A condition sufficient for (5.5) is that P-a.s. supa a0 G’(Yi, (a, a + b] x X) < co and 
lim,,, G’( Yi, (a, a + b] x X) = 0. This example has been recently studied by Bremaud 
and Massoulit (1994). Generalizing results from Hawkes and Oakes (1974) and using 
Poisson imbedding, these authors also proved the existence of a unique stationary 
MPP with dyanmics CI. A sufficient assumption to have a successful coupling of 
a stationary MPP with a ‘transient’ one is 
tf(t, i, {j))dt < co . 
More work on stability problems for marked point processes can be found in 
Kerstan (1964), Radecke (1978) and Bremaud and Massoulit (1994). Apart from (5.1) 
these results require the existence of an absolutely continuous and shift-continuous 
intensity kernel satisfying some monotonicity or boundedness assumptions. It is an 
interesting problem to find more general conditions on a compensator solving these 
and related stability problems. 
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